Syngrafii Differentiators:
1. Biometric Single use signatures
Signatures are individually unique so they cannot be copied, and if so, an exact copy would be deemed
to be fake. Although unique, they are forensically accurate to stand up in court when examined by a
handwriting expert.
2. Signature is Bound to Document
Syngrafii LongPen and Syngrafii digital documents are interconnected. Signatures generated in digital
documents can only be produced by the LongPen for that specific document. This means signatures
cannot be copied to other documents.
3. Unique Byte Count
Every time a unique signature is produced, it has a unique digital byte count. Same is true every time a
digital document is created or edited. Therefore, the unique byte count of the signature plus the
document proves uniqueness and detects fraud.
4. Height, Width and Pressure
Syngrafii captures the metrics of height, width and pressure while the signature is being captured. No
two individuals apply the same pressure and speed when signing. These metrics are then imbedded
into the MasterFile metadata.
5. Signature Compliance Selection level and PIN / Password
A signature is the primary unique identifier on documents. When it is applied by a human onto a
digital screen you retain the highest level of security and compliance. If the choice is to affix a
signature by a user through entering a PIN and Password it implies a lower level of compliance but not
security. Syngrafii attaches a unique digital seal to each option thus guaranteeing the choice of
signature authenticity as well as the intent and consent to the document.
This means if any unauthorized individuals attempt to steal the credentials of the signature then they
cannot be rendered as an authorized user, the unauthorized user cannot create or cause an authorized
signature to be affixed to any other document.
6. Wet Ink Signed Audit Compliance Document
By embedding the MasterFile document as the last page of any digital document, Syngrafii's LongPen
can produce an authentic wet ink signature on the MasterFile page which then actually becomes a
compliance document. Wet Ink signatures on a compliance document which is also linked to the
original document, according to a major international law firm, is as good as a signed contract in
common law court.
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7. No need for a Mobile App
LongPen and Syngrafii Paper (sPaper) only require countersigners to access a link from their browser
on a device or computer. The use of a browser is ubiquitous so countersigners do not need to pay to
download an App, then learn to use it to affix their signature. They just click on the link sent to them,
and sign which can then be placed on the page where it is required.
8. Computer / Tablet with Device linking
Syngrafii has a unique feature that lets a user generate a link from their computer screen to their
mobile device, or to someone else's mobile device, such that the mobile device acts as a signature pad,
enabling better signature capture and facilitating that capture to be done remotely.
Signatures - Anywhere, Anytime from Any Device - Securely

9. No Mandatory Pre-Processing of Documents
Syngrafii does not require any pre-processing of the documents to be signed - use your documents as
they exist and have been approved today. No need to add signature boxes, date or text fields into the
document before signing. You can send a Microsoft Word document for signing directly from inside
Microsoft Office using our Syngrafii Word Plugin.
Should the optional templating be selected and configured for standard documents which are used
multiple times as part of a business process then this can be set up to greatly increase the speed and
efficiency of document execution.

10. Multi-Point Authentication
Syngrafii can capture multiple types of authenticating documentation and append it directly to any
page of the document including the MasterFile Certificate page. This provides additional proof of both
the individual signing as well as their intent to sign. Syngrafii can also embed copies of physical ID into
the documents being signed.
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